Jehoshaphat Research – Short Report #8
Company: Array Technologies

Sector: Industrials
ADV: $100m

“We Had to Do It to Make our Loan Covenants” 1
Jehoshaphat Research is Short Array Technologies (ARRY)

We’ve been studying ARRY for months. We’ve found a ton of problems. With short interest of only 3 days
to cover, i the market’s on the wrong side here too.

Executive Summary of Our Conclusions:
•

•

•

1

Revenues Inflated or Pulled Forward.
o We believe ARRY’s revenues have been inflated by an unsustainable bill-and-hold accounting
scheme. “Bill-and-hold” is notorious for its repeated involvement in accounting disasters. The
SEC has also questioned ARRY’s bill-and-hold practices via comment letter.
o Former employees we contacted offered surprisingly colorful narrations of additional
accounting games they say ARRY has played over the years, including recognizing revenue
before product has even been manufactured, let alone shipped.
o Unbilled DSOs are exploding, just as one would expect to occur in any of these revenue
advancement schemes. ARRY’s explanations for rising DSOs make no sense to us, further
suggesting something rotten. DSOs are up more than 100% over two years.
o We suspect revenues may have been inflated, unsustainably of course, by as much as ~$300m
in aggregate. ARRY did ~$850 million in revenues last year.
Gross Margins Overstated.
o ARRY has convinced analysts that it is “normally” a 20% gross margin company, barring
short-term challenges, ii and Street projections reflect this belief. Former employees flatly say
this is unsustainable and/or outright “impossible;” one specified true gross margin of 10-11%.
o We are concerned that ARRY has been misrepresenting the gross margins of its recent, large
acquisition, Spanish company STI Norland. Half of STI’s margin was due to a pileup of
inventory (Spanish GAAP allowed STI to call this profit). If we are right, analysts who think
STI is going back to “30% margin” are dreaming, and modeling excessive pro forma margins.
o Surging raw material inventory days at ARRY suggest COGS pressure yet to flow into P&L.
Cash Flows Inflated.
o Acquiree STI appears to have stopped collecting on receivables in the final months before
deal close. We believe this enabled a flattering of ARRY’s operating cash flows following the
acquisition, for close to $100m of “optical” cash flows over an unspecified period.

Former employee of ARRY working in FP&A, describing how the company used aggressive accounting practices to inflate revenues and profits.

This report consists of our opinions only and is not investment advice. We are short shares of this company. The Disclaimer at the end of this
report, which provides more detail on our biases and incentives, is an integral part of this document.
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•

•

•

•

Consensus Expectations Are Ridiculous as We Move Into 2023.
o ARRY’s suddenly positive guidance for 2022 free cash flow ($100m, after years of huge cash
burn) is suspiciously falling right on the heels of acquiring STI and all its delayed receivable
collections which would fall into ARRY’s financials (one-time benefit). Wall Street has no idea
and models FY23 and beyond FCF to be strong.
o We challenge ARRY to quantify any cash flow benefit it stands to receive in FY22 from
collecting receivables originally owed to STI.
o Consensus gross margin expectations are for ~20% in FY23 and beyond. If we are right that
“normalized” gross margin is more like 10%, a massive EBITDA reset should also be coming.
Earnings Quality Combined With Debt Introduces Risk of Distress.
o ARRY has ~6 turns of debt based on FY22 consensus EBITDA iii…but FY22 EBITDA
assumes a massive gross margin ramp to ~20%. Try calculating FY22 (or ’23, or any other
year) EBITDA without this ramp, and see how easily ARRY’s covenant compliance collapses.
Product Obsolescence Looming While R&D Is Minimal.
o This company invests very little in R&D; we don’t even see R&D in the income statement!
We’ve found no new products introduced since 2015, unlike fast-moving competitors.
o Multiple former employees/experts with whom we spoke raised the issue of obsolescence risk
in ARRY’s product. DuraTrack v3 was an early mover built to specifications that were very
impressive…ten years ago, when competition was a fraction of what it is today iv.
Exodus of Executives While Marquee Shareholder Continues to Sell Stock.
o CEO, COO, Chief Commercial Officer, General Counsel, CTO, Chief Procurement
Officer…all have left within the last 18 months, per LinkedIn and PR’s. One former employee
also told us “90-100%” of the company’s manpower has turned over in the last five years.
o ARRY received accolades v when it secured a large investment from Blackstone in 2021, with
the company essentially saying that the investment signaled ARRY’s value proposition. So
when Blackstone filed a 13D recently showing it had cut its stake, ARRY’s stock fell sharply.
o We collected a paper Form 144 filed after that 13D, and it strongly suggests that Blackstone
is planning to sell a larger amount of stock in the coming days. Aside from this being another
“signal” about Blackstone’s confidence in ARRY, more sales may create technical selling
pressure on the stock in days or weeks to come.

Selected Highlights From Investigative Interviews2:
Accounting Games:
•

•

2

“We had to do it to make our loan covenants…we would recognize revenue as soon as we put in an order [to
our supplier]…so we could improve revenues by placing a bunch of orders for pipe as soon as a contract
is signed.” – Former Employee A
“[ARRY] claimed the total margin they were getting was like 22-23%, and that’s crazy...The real margin is
somewhere like 10-11%... I would be told, ‘Well, these are audited numbers so they are right’… Eventually
I figured it out…They [first] built and sold the high-margin parts, and called that a 22% margin product. But
then later when you add the rest of the product, it brings your overall margin down to 10%. And they didn’t let
anybody know about that.” Former Employee B

All emphasis (boldface, underlining, etc.) of quoted remarks is added by us.
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•

“There was some financial engineering to change to a calendar quarter system…It made the sales [trend] look
awesome…Because they switched to a calendar year, [the trend] starts at the low point [of the boom-bust cycle].
That is the ONLY reason they changed the fiscal calendar!” – Former Employee A

Product Obsolescence:
•

•

•

“The [Array] platform isn’t obsolete today, but if they don’t do anything, it’ll be obsolete in a couple
years…Array isn’t investing in new tech, they’re stamping out [the same] product until they die, and
obsolescence is on its way.” – Former Employee B
[JR: Do you believe the Array tracker product is becoming obsolete?] “Yes, yes, yes…I haven’t seen any
new products, new announcements, modifications of existing products from Array since [the founder left in
2016]. So, I’m concerned.” – Industry Expert C
“90%, maybe 100%, of that company turned over in the last five years…I hired someone from Array just today.
He told me, ‘I’m the last guy standing, please get me out of here!’…None of the engineers are there from the
early days, so there’s no in-house knowledge of the product.” – Former Employee B

Miscellaneous (Business Quality, Commodity Product, Inflated STI Gross Margins):
•

•

•

“There’s no way I could bring this to the public markets…it’s a one-trick pony. Who is going to pay for
this?” (Board member of ARRY as quoted by Former Employee A. vi Former Employee A later followed this with: “[When an
opportunity to IPO did finally emerge] we talked about maybe trying to get things improved before we took it
public, but it was like, “No, we need to get this thing public NOW!”)
“There weren’t other competitors in the market yet [in 2014-15]. But the margins kept creeping down every
year – once the product was proven, other companies started jumping in, driving down costs...This is a lowmargin, commodity manufacturing business…The market doesn’t get it...Especially when you hear people say
‘oh, these trackers are so sophisticated!’ No – it’s like a Lego kit. It’s just a pipe…It’s like a toaster…All you
need is a company that can build piping, and a few extruders, and you stamp stuff out. That’s it. There’s no
patents, not really…you can patent it the way Array did, because Array overbuilt it, but the basics can’t be
patented.” – Former Employee A
“STI has had product failures in [installations in] Italy, in Brazil, in Spain…If they claim to earn 30% [gross
margin] - which I doubt, but let’s say it’s true – it is probably…because they didn’t use enough steel...This
means lower cost, but more instability [and breakdowns].” – Industry Expert C
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Note on Spanish Regulatory Filings:

Readers will find references to Spanish regulatory filings for STI Norland, the company recently acquired by
ARRY, in this report (see above left for an example). We gathered these filings from Spain’s Registro Mercantil
(business registry, like a Companies House), available at this link: https://sede.registradores.org/site/home. A
more user-friendly description of how to get started at the Spanish registry is here:
https://www.strongabogados.com/company-search.php.
Don’t be daunted at the prospect of digging through Spanish filings, whether or not you speak Spanish – we’ll
explain how to cross-reference the English information we have with Spanish filings to gather the numbers
needed.

Bull Case:
The bull case for ARRY is simple: This company makes products that go into solar farms, and therefore it’s
going to grow at an enormous rate for many years as renewable energy displaces traditional sources.
Additionally, ARRY has been a US-centric play for its entire history, but can expand into international sales as
a new growth opportunity, especially now with the acquisition of a Spanish competitor. A secondary or more
near-term part of the bull thesis is the idea that ARRY has had “execution” and “supply chain” challenges, and
as it clears those hurdles, it will improve its profit margins.

Full Thesis:
Our short thesis is categorized into six topics:
I.
Widespread and Intensifying Accounting Problems
II.
ARRY Levered Up to Buy Spanish Company That Also Had Inflated Profits
III.
How Badly Will ARRY Miss FY23 Numbers?
IV.
Expansion of Debt Alongside Inflation of EBITDA Introduces Distress Risk.
V.
ARRY’s Product is Becoming Obsolete While R&D is Minimal.
VI.
Where Is Everybody Going?
4
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I.

Widespread and Intensifying Accounting Problems.

The apparent inflation of ARRY’s financial results permeates its financial statements. We believe that ARRY’s
various aggressive accounting practices have temporarily expanded revenues, gross and operating profits, the
balance sheet, and operating cash flows, and deflated its leverage ratio. We’ll examine each suspected accounting
irregularity one by one.

ARRY’s Unique Use of “Bill and Hold” Accounting and How It Appears to Be Abused
Bill-and-hold accounting is a controversial, aggressive method of revenue recognition in which a company
books revenue on product that is still sitting in the seller’s possession, or even in a third party supplier’s
warehouse. That this practice is a notoriously “bad look” for public companies isn’t really disputed – you’ll
rarely find a (legal) accounting practice that’s more consistently frowned upon. Some examples of bill-andhold’s bad reputation in the public domain such as the Journal of Accountancy, Corporate Finance Institute, etc.
(see endnote) vii:

So, when we discovered that ARRY uses bill-and-hold accounting we were intrigued from the start. From
ARRY’s latest 10-K filing:
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In certain situations, when product is still in our custody, and title and risk of loss has passed to the customer
(known as bill-and-hold arrangement), revenue will be recognized when all the specific requirements for transfer
of control under a bill-and-hold arrangement have been met. The Company had $168.9 million in contracts with
customers for the sale of goods and services that contained bill-and-hold obligations such as storage, handling
and other custodial duties.

Unsurprisingly, this bill-and-hold business also intrigued the SEC. From a June 2022 comment letter viii:

After receiving this communication from the SEC in a comment letter, ARRY provided additional information
about its bill-and-hold practices in its next 10-Q. From the Q222 10-Q:
In certain situations, the Company recognizes revenue under a bill-and-hold arrangement with its
customers. When this occurs, the customers purchase material prior to the start of construction of a solar project
in order to meet the Five Percent Safe Harbor test to qualify for the ITC. Because the customers lack sufficient
storage capacity to accept a large amount of material prior to the start of construction, they request that the
Company keep the product in its custody. The material is bundled or palletized in the Company’s warehouses,
identified separately as belonging to the respective customer and is ready for immediate transport to the customer
project upon customer request. Additionally, title and risk of loss has passed to the customer and the Company
does not have the ability to use the product or direct it to another customer. As of June 30, 2022, the Company
had no contracts with customers for the sale of goods and services that contained bill-and-hold obligations such
as storage, handling and other custodial duties for the three and six months ended June 30, 2022.

ARRY’s use of these “Safe Harbor” practices as justification for this practice certainly sounds reasonable at
first glance – after all, your customers are hurrying to purchase product before they have a place to put it, so
why not hold onto it for them until they do? Presumably, lots of renewable energy manufacturers do this when
serving customers who are buying product in order to prove that they’ve incurred 5% of the costs of a
renewable energy project, as is necessary to qualify for a renewable energy tax credit ix.
The potential problem isn’t that a company would hold product for customers who are buying to meet
the Safe Harbor. It’s that a company would call that revenue. ARRY does; other comparable
companies, based on our research, do not. To see this, all you need to do is:
1. Identify an appropriate peer group of companies – to cast a wide net, we used all 18 peers in ARRY’s
DEF 14A filing.x
2. Perform an intelligent text search of the SEC filings of that peer group for “bill and hold” (with or
without quotes).
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We used Sentieo to search SEC filings of those companies for the term “bill and hold.” The only time this
phrase gets mentioned in any of these companies’ filings is when credit agreements or their excerpts say,
essentially, “if you have any bill-and-hold receivables, we don’t want to lend against them!” See screenshot and
note the dates of the hits (left side):

The few 10-Ks or S-1s of the peers that mention this do so in reference to credit agreements that forbid or
limit the applicability of bill-and-hold receivables as eligible for collateral for funds. Lenders often recognize
that bill-and-hold receivables are the lowest quality kind and don’t make for good collateral. These other
companies aren’t using bill-and-hold accounting themselves as far as we can see. ARRY is using a
uniquely aggressive revenue recognition method that we think is driving its ongoing, worsening
failures to convert revenues into collections (to be discussed herein).
(Bonus search: Do a search of all US-based companies over $1bn in market cap using bill-and-hold accounting.
The number is remarkably small, and for good reason.)
In researching ARRY’s revenue recognition, we spoke with former employees, including one who worked in
the FP&A function at ARRY prior to its going public xi. We include this lengthy transcription because there was
just so much good stuff said in here:
Jehoshaphat Research: Why do you think Array’s DSOs are going up so much? And can you tell me more about
the audit problems you remember the company having?
Former Employee A: We got into audit problems because we kept flip-flopping between two [accounting]
methods. The auditors weren’t super comfortable with that. When times were bad, to make the revenue look
good we would recognize the revenue as soon as we put in the order to [our supplier] in Australia to make the
revenue show up faster. But in the US we were recognizing the revenue when it was still getting delivered to the
site. We had to do it to make our loan covenants. Make the revenue not zero. We weren’t shipping anything
7
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to the US, so we had to get revenues somewhere. So it was to make revenues look good, but also to [stay
compliant with] the loan covenants – if EBITDA is negative, that’s bad.
JR: So you’re saying, just to be clear: Array needed to avoid tripping its covenants, so they would
intentionally change accounting practices as needed to inflate their revenues?
FE: Right. Wherever there was wiggle room…
My guess is [to answer your DSO question], Array is under a lot of pressure to show growth…This is the same
problem we had [during a previous dry spell], they have to show sales increasing again. So if you want
to show that [revenues are] on the mend, you improve your revenues by placing a bunch of orders for pipe
as soon as you sign a contract…
JR: You’re saying Array would recognize revenues before they even manufactured the product?
FE: …So like I said, that’s why the auditors weren’t so happy with it…We don’t know when [the customer
is] gonna get it, so we would just record it as revenue…
JR: Are you familiar with the term “bill-and-hold” accounting? [They say yes and give an example.] It’s surprising
that Array would call this revenue.
FE: Well it’s not in our warehouse! It’s direct ship…it’s completely outsourced manufacturing…It never
goes through our warehouse…But we could just recognize that revenue, boom, as soon as we pay [our
supplier].

We believe that ARRY’s use of bill-and-hold accounting may have permitted them to recognize revenue in
situations like this, where comparable companies would not do so – the product isn’t at the customer yet, and
maybe it isn’t going to be for a very long time, but ARRY can still call that revenue. The opportunities for
“accounting shenanigans” here are manifold, as the former finance & accounting employee outlined for us in
such detail. And more to the point, whether or not this situation above would be classified as “bill-and-hold,”
it's pretty aggressive in our opinion. And apparently, the auditors at the time at least suspected so too!
Now, if ARRY were utilizing such aggressive practices to generate revenues out of situations where there
probably shouldn’t be any, what’s the first thing you’d look at in the financials statements to see evidence of it?
How about exploding accounts receivable, including receivables without a bill to back them?

Uniquely Exploding DSOs, Including Unbilled DSOs, Dovetail Perfectly With The Findings Above
Chronically rising Days Sales Outstanding are a classic accounting red flag by themselves – let alone when
occurring at a company using bill-and-hold accounting and driving its auditors nuts per the stories above.
Now is a good time to introduce our first quantifiable analysis of ARRY’s horrendous earnings quality. In the
following chart, we use an LTM average to help visualize the trend without seasonality. We’ve also removed
the STI acquisition’s probable impact on DSOs (see endnote):
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Source: Jehoshaphat Research calculations based on SEC filings. See endnote for more details. xii

It’s just really hard to wrap one’s head around the idea that a manufacturing company’s days sales outstanding
would steadily increase from ~40 days during the worst panic of the COVID pandemic when companies were
delaying payments left and right, to ~90 days two years later. Here’s how the DSO numbers look if you plot
them on a quarterly basis, so that you can see the year-over-year changes each quarter:
Q319

Q419

Q120

Q220

Q320

Q420

Q121

Q221

Q321

Q421

Q122

Q222

Revenue
A/R

$197.8
$118.8

$224.7
$96.3

$437.7
$115.8

$114.9
$51.6

$139.5
$118.1

$180.6
$118.7

$248.2
$121.9

$196.5
$153.6

$192.1
$177.5

$219.9
$239.0

$300.6
$390.9

$424.9
$457.9

DSO

54d

39d

24d

40d

YOY DSO Chg
2yr DSO Chg

76d

41%

59d

53%

44d

86%

70d

74%

83d

9%
54%

98d

65%
154%

98d

123%
313%

Q319 and Q120 A/R values are estimated based on cash flows from A/R in those periods.
Q122 and Q222 DSOs exclude the estimated impact of STI's A/R and revenues. Please see endnotes for further information.

Whatever is going on here isn’t new, and it isn’t good. (And yes, if we do the simple DSO analysis for the
last two quarters without attempting to remove STI, the trend is even worse. Do it yourself and see.)
This can’t simply be “slowing collections,” can it? Are ARRY’s customers consistently getting worse and worse
at paying, for years on end? Our view is that the issue here is aggressive revenue recognition consistent with
the stories told to us by Former Employee A – except that whatever was happening years ago has probably
gotten a lot worse.
ARRY appears to be on a treadmill, such that every quarter they need to stretch their revenue recognition more
and more to replace a growing fundamental shortfall in their business, if they want to keep showing growth to
Wall Street. But on top of this quantifiable problem, management’s explanations for it are self-contradictory,
insufficient, and sometimes absurd…which makes us incrementally more confident that the underlying cause
is something worse than they’ll admit.
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We found four earnings calls in which management addressed their growing DSOs by blaming “shipping
linearity” or some version of it: Q121, Q221, Q421, and Q122. This is also called “back-end loading” by some
companies as it generally refers to selling a disproportionately large amount of your product toward the end of
a quarter, so that the quarter closes before most of the associated accounts receivable have been paid (or in
ARRY’s case, even before you’ve sent a bill).
It hopefully goes without saying that while you can have one back-end loaded quarter here or there, it’s odd to
have them all the time…and it’s even more odd when your excuse for DSOs being up YOY is back-end loading
this quarter, but you blamed back-end loading in the year-ago quarter against which you’re currently comping
(think about it – was this quarter even more back-end loaded than the unusually back-end loaded quarter a year
ago?). With that understanding about how “linearity” should be a relatively rare excuse, check out this collection
of ARRY transcripts mentioning “linearity” or something like it:
Q121:

Analyst: Working capital represented a pretty meaningful use of cash during Q1. How are you thinking about
it over the course of the rest of the year…?
CFO: …[S]o Q1, the reason it was a source xiii was related to the linearity and the ITC order placements and
the prepayments in Q4. So we fully expected that.

Q221:
The increase in the use of cash is primarily driven by a higher burn-off of deferred revenue of $32 million and
the net impact from the change in accounts receivable, inventory and AP of about $6 million due to
the timing of our shipments.

Q421:

The use of cash during the fourth quarter of 2021 was primarily driven by our net loss, coupled with investments
in inventory and higher AR due to an increase in sales and an increase in unbilled revenues due to
the timing of our shipments versus required billing milestones.

Q122:
As anticipated, we used cash of $52.5 million in the quarter, primarily due to an increase in unbilled
receivables as we had a high concentration of deliveries towards the end of the quarter, which limited
our ability to get them billed prior to quarter end.

…On the DSOs, there's a portion of that where -- as we were delivering items at the linearity of the deliveries
kind of impacted the unbilled, which is items that we shipped and delivered, but not have gone into the billing
cycle yet, that the unbilled has increased, which temporarily as our shipments are getting caught up here at the
end of Q1…
Again, this issue of rising DSOs isn’t some periodic or new issue for ARRY. It has occurred, on a YOY basis,
for every quarter since the company has been public. This signals increasing desperation to squeeze more
revenues out of the same or smaller amount of collections, in our view.
It’s also interesting that the CFO mentioned “ITC order placements” [the Safe Harbor rule] as a driver of cash
usage in Q121. As discussed in our section on bill-and-hold accounting, customers placing orders but not taking
delivery of them is not an obstacle to booking revenues/income in the eyes of ARRY. Therefore, unbilled
10
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revenue reversals would result in a cash “outflow” against net income to the extent ARRY is using bill-andhold accounting, recognizing revenue (and income), and creating a receivable, but not collecting cash.
This gets worse. While ARRY’s “DSOs” have been rising steadily and rapidly for years, a lower-quality
component of those DSOs – specifically, its unbilled revenues – accounts for half of the overall DSO
growth. Unbilled revenues represent assets created when revenues are recognized, but bills are not (yet) sent.
In project-based work such as building a pipeline, unbilled revenues are commonplace. ARRY describes its
creation of unbilled receivables as follows:
The majority of the Company’s contract amounts are billed as work progresses in accordance with agreed-upon
contractual terms, which generally coincide with the shipment of one or more phases of the project. Billing
sometimes occurs subsequent to revenue recognition, resulting in contract assets. The changes in contract assets
(i.e., unbilled receivables) and the corresponding amounts recorded in revenue relate to fluctuations in the timing
and volume of billings for the Company’s revenue recognized over-time.

The creation of new unbilled receivables more quickly than the recognition of revenues booked over-time is
another red flag, and generally a brighter and more concerning flag than traditional (or billed) DSO growth. It
should go without saying: If you’re collecting fewer and fewer dollars on the same revenues it’s one thing, but
if you’re not even keeping up with sending the bill out on those revenues it’s another.
Think about it. If you’re stretching revenue recognition to make your numbers – if you’re claiming revenues
that might not be totally agreeable to every party in the transaction - it’s easy to imagine why you might hesitate
to send the bill to customers. Hence, rising unbilled DSOs are even worse than rising billed DSOs.
ARRY’s over-time versus point-in-time revenue history is a bit unclear because of accounting errors it made in
the past and had to restate xiv, so we use a slightly (we think immaterially) simplified ratio for our unbilled DSO
analysis. We simply take unbilled A/R divided by total revenues, quarterly, and multiply by 90:

LTM Avg Unbilled DSO
40d
35d
30d
25d
20d
15d
10d
5d

Q220

Q320

Q420

Q121

Q221

Q321

Q421

Q122

Q222

Source: Jehoshaphat Research analysis of ARRY’s SEC filings. See endnote for more information. xv

We could simply let the awful optics of these charts tell the story and be done with this point, but the more
closely you look at these numbers, the worse they seem to look:
-

ARRY had nearly no unbilled revenue in Q220, but has over an entire month’s worth of it now. How
does a widget company, selling the same flagship product over this entire time (Duratrack V3, launched
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in 2015), steadily go from billing almost all its work to leaving a third of each quarter’s revenue
unbilled at the end of the quarter?
-

Comparing ARRY’s total (not unbilled) DSO growth to its peer group is illustrative. Take five peers
over five years – not a single one of them has had anywhere close to the kind of DSO growth that
ARRY has:

Source: Bloomberg. Note, Bloomberg may calculate DSO differently than we do.

We chose these companies because they were named as ARRY’s peers in a sell-side research report by JP
Morgan xvi. Over this time, the only one that has had sustained DSO growth is SEDG, which has grown 25 days
(~50%) in about two years. ARRY has added around 50 days (>100%) in that time, half of which is unbilled.
So, how much “excess” revenue might ARRY have earned from all this revenue inflation? We think
the answer is in the hundreds of millions. In the 12 months ended Q220, ARRY did $975m in revenues and
had ending receivables of $52m. For the 12 months ended Q222, ARRY (excluding STI) did $1,015m in
revenues and had ending receivables (excluding approximate STI amounts) of $341m.
With only $40m more in organic revenues in the latest LTM period, ARRY is sporting approximately
$341m more in organic receivables, compared to the LTM ended Q220. And it’s not as if this massive
receivables balance showed up overnight – this DSO has been creeping up and up on a year-over-year basis
every
single
quarter
for the past two years – so we think there’s been some revenue inflation
every step of the way. Our best guess is that ARRY has been stretching more and more to pick up revenues its
collections can’t catch up with, and the “suspect” or “phantom” revenues could conceivably stretch into the
hundreds of millions over the past two years without much imagination needed. We would be looking at
“true” revenues being ~15% lower than what’s reported each year, if this “$1 billion revenue” company
has inflated its revenues by $150m or so annually for two years.
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Did STI Norland Delay Collections Until After the Acquisition to Inflate ARRY’s Cash Flow?
ARRY announced the acquisition of Spanish company STI Norland in November 2021 and closed the
acquisition in January 2022. As is customary with large acquisitions, ARRY had to file an 8-k with the acquiree’s
financials after deal-close. ARRY filed this filing three months after closing the STI acquisition.
We looked up STI Norland’s historical private-company financials at Spain’s financial regulator, the Registro
Mercantil xvii. We then cross-referenced historical years with the 2021 numbers made available in an ARRY 8-k
on April 6, 2022.
ARRY’s 8-k provided just one year (or one balance sheet date) of financial history for STI, even though STI’s
Spanish-language reports historically provided two years of results. So, for investors to see the developing
trends at STI, they really need to look up the Spanish-language reports at the Registro Mercantil. Here’s how the
ARRY 8-k looks next to the most recent Spanish language filing:

Source: ARRY’s April 6, 2022 8k and Spain’s Registro Mercantil (business registry, like a Companies House), available at this link:
https://sede.registradores.org/site/home. A more user-friendly description of how to get started at the Spanish registry is here:
https://www.strongabogados.com/company-search.php.

Once you string together the STI financials over multiple years, you can see how irregular they suddenly got
just before ARRY bought the company. We’ll focus on one financial ratio right now: STI had an explosion
in DSOs into the close of its acquisition by ARRY. Here’s our chart, followed by an endnote which details
our methodology for digging up and calculating these numbers:
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Source: Jehoshaphat Research estimates based on STI Norland Spanish registry filings and ARRY’s 8-k. See endnote for details. xviii

After three years of relatively low and stable DSOs in the ~40 to 60 range, DSOs more than tripled in 2021.
What happened? While you could look at this and imagine that STI’s ability to collect on its A/R just completely
imploded in 2021, or that STI was also playing accounting games to juice sales – both are possible, sure - we
think a more likely explanation is that STI stopped (or slowed) collections on its receivables in the final months
before its acquisition by ARRY. Why would STI do such a thing?
This classic technique isn’t done for the benefit of the acquiree but rather for the acquirer (except insofar as
the acquiree has locked-up acquirer stock and wants to help it stay pumped up until he can sell). Say you’re
selling a business to a public company, and the public company asks you to just stop proactively collecting
accounts receivable for a few months before the deal closes. You’re fine with that – less work for you, not your
problem why the public company wants it. But the public company then gets the enormous benefit of “latent”
receivable collections after the deal closes – since, after all, those receivables are going to be collected anyway
(unless they’re the result of accounting fraud, which we are not suggesting STI’s receivables were).
This is a nice accounting game because it’s costless to the acquiree, and it provides immediate “optical” cash
flows to the acquirer without any change in deal price. But this is a mirage. If the acquiree in our theoretical
example had been collecting its receivables on time, that cash would have been reflected as a working capital
adjustment to the purchase price of the deal. In this classic accounting shenanigan, the only difference is
that the cash flow looks like it’s being generated by the acquirer, instead of the acquiree. And that
cash flow is a temporary, “vapor” benefit – no real cash is added beyond what was being acquired
anyway.
Back to STI and ARRY: For the purposes of our analysis, we’re fortunate that this acquisition was closed less
than two weeks after the 2021 data point, because we can see that STI’s receivables actually went up sharply in
the last 11 days before the acquisition as well. Looking at both December 31, 2021 receivables and January
11, 2022 receivables provides an illuminating fact: STI receivables (in USD) went from $108m to $117m, an
increase of $9m in just eleven days.
This is a huge amount, given that in the period from January 11, 2022 to March 31, 2022, STI contributed
$49.9m in revenues to ARRY. $49.9m in revenues over 79 days implies a revenue run rate of around $630k per
day. Eleven days’ worth of STI revenue around this time, then, would see to approximate about $7m. STI’s
14
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receivables, after being enormously elevated already on Dec. 31, went up by $9m in a period over which we
would expect STI to have sold only about $7m or so of product. We can’t be perfectly precise about this,
but it sure looks to us like STI was not bothering to collect a single dollar of receivables in the final
weeks before ARRY acquired it.
So right now you’re probably thinking, “$7m, $9m, a few weeks here and there, why does this matter?” Because
it’s not about the $7m, it’s about the aggregate deferral in collections in the final months before the deal closed
(if this is indeed what happened). If we want to try and quantify a potential “windfall” to ARRY’s optical cash
flows, we would do it this way:
-

STI DSO in the year prior to DSO inflation: 39 days
STI DSO estimated for January 11th: 185 days
“Excess” DSO estimated as of January 11th: 146 days, or 79% of that 185-day number
Receivables at STI as of January 11th: $116.7m
“Excess” receivables at STI on January 11th (79% of actual): $92m

This analysis suggests that around $92m of “one-time” or “optical” cash flows was potentially made
available to ARRY by virtue of its acquisition of STI and associated potential accounting games. This
should have been cash netted out from the STI acquisition price, but because of its timing, it’s going
to be collected on ARRY’s watch and counted as “free cash flow.”
Although it would do nothing to shore up ARRY’s fundamental cash flow generation ability, a temporary cash
flow benefit of this magnitude would look very nice and convince many investors that ARRY has turned the
corner from its historically poor cash flow generation. ARRY analysts are presently abuzz with excitement
because ARRY has recently guided to a massive, sudden (we would say suspicious!) ramp-up in free cash flows:

Source: JP Morgan research report, August 10th, 2022.

ARRY has had negative cash flow from operations for the past two full fiscal years and during the LTM period
through Q222. We doubt that the sudden expectation of about $100m of “free cash flow” for ARRY,
beginning not long after it buys a company that’s about $100m behind on collections, is an accident.
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“They Claimed [Gross Margin Was] 22-23%...The Real Margin is Somewhere Like 10-11%”

Source: Bloomberg

In one of our interviews, a former employee of ARRY described what they saw as questionable representation
of the gross margins that could be expected by the business:
“[ARRY] claimed the total margin they were getting was like 22-23%, and that’s crazy...The real margin
is somewhere like 10-11%... I would be told, ‘Well, these are audited numbers so they are right’… Eventually I
figured it out. The year they went public was a safe harbor year. [At the end of the year] they had to produce not
the whole system, but just certain high-margin parts.…They [first] built and sold the high-margin parts, and called
that a 22% margin product. But then later when you add the rest of the product, it brings your overall
margin down to 10%. And they didn’t let anybody know about that. Eventually their margins decreased,
and that’s why.” Former Employee B xix

This former employee’s statement, if accurate, has major implications for ARRY’s ability to hit numbers in the
coming quarters. ARRY has convinced analysts that its long-term, natural gross margin (see red-circled out
years in image above) is just above 20%. If ARRY’s ability to earn a 20%+ gross margin at any point was merely
based on its selectively reporting only high-margin goods, then analysts are misunderstanding the margin profile
what’s baked into its “order book.” In other, very simple terms, this story – if true – represents a massive
misrepresentation that we don’t think would be reflected in Street numbers. Yet.

II.

ARRY Levered Up to Buy Spanish Company That Also Had Inflated
Profits.

Imagine two drunks who decide to lean against each other to keep themselves from falling over for a little
longer. We think that’s an apt metaphor for this combination of ARRY and STI. ARRY paid over $600m to
make this massive acquisition earlier this year. In our view, investors have been misled as to the profitability of
STI, which now accounts for approximately ¼ of ARRY’s total business.
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STI’s “30% Gross Margins” Look More Like 15% to Us
After announcing their intention to buy STI, ARRY’s management touted STI’s “30% gross margins” (for the
LTM 9/30/21 period) to investors. From the Q321 earnings call and associated slide deck xx:
STI enjoys leading positions in both Iberia and Latin America…And as you can see on the right, this business
had last 12-month revenue of USD 413 million as of September 30, with gross margins in the 30% range…
Analyst: …My first question was on the STI Norland business. The margins, 30% gross, pretty
impressive. Can you speak to what's been able to drive them to those margin levels, which seem far
superior than yours and also your peers? How sustainable is that? What's driving it?...
CFO: Yes, we're really excited about the STI deal. And I think the reason that we're excited is their margin
profile. And they have a very good local supply chain in the regions that they operate. And as you know,
with our business, it's really important to have a built-out supply chain locally because there's logistics costs and
just better pricing power when you have a local supply chain. So that's the reason we have that. And Brazil
is a good market where they have very good local content.

As the analyst’s question above indicates, the 30% gross margin that ARRY reported to investors was surprising,
and inquiring minds wanted to know how this was possible. The CFO’s answer indicated that it was due to a
great supply chain, plus (apparently) the miracle of doing a lot of business in Brazil. Apparently, nothing else
came to mind?
Five months later in an 8-k, STI’s full financial information was provided, but for only one year. When we
compare STI’s income statement from that filing (2021) to its income statement for 2019 and 2020, we can see
that something was unusual about STI’s gross margins in 2021. One line, “changes in inventories of finished
goods and work in progress,” which is a line American investors aren’t used to seeing in income statements,
went from a minor benefit in 2019 & 2020 to a massive one in 2021:

Source: ARRY’s April 6, 2022 8k and Spain’s Registro Mercantil (business registry, like a Companies House), available at this link:
https://sede.registradores.org/site/home. A more user-friendly description of how to get started at the Spanish registry is here:
https://www.strongabogados.com/company-search.php.
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This is an income statement, not a cash flow statement, but STI uses Spanish GAAP. Therefore, there is a line
item for “Changes in inventories of finished goods and work in progress.” To American analysts used to US
GAAP, this should immediately jump out as unusual. Obviously, ARRY’s income statement does not have a
line like this, nor do its peers. We aren’t familiar with any public US companies that can directly manufacture
reported gross profits simply by making, or buying, inventory and leaving it sitting on the balance sheet at
period-end. xxi But when it was independent and using Spanish GAAP, it seems ARRY was able to generate
profits in any given period by making more inventory than it sold.
We calculate that in the FY21 period, STI’s “gross margin” was 28% if you include this inventory change:
$224m revenue (“turnover”), $29m inventory bonus, -$191m COGS (“supplies”). That’s close to the “30%” in
the LTM period from one quarter prior. But without the direct benefit of that massive inventory build,
STI’s 2021 gross margin isn’t 28%, it’s 15%.
In talking or presenting to investors, ARRY seems to have glossed over the fact that a “30%” gross margin for
STI included a giant component that wouldn’t apply to ARRY once it owned STI, because US GAAP obviously
doesn’t let ARRY build inventories and call that “profit” (otherwise, ARRY would be quite profitable! More
on that later). Witness the surprise of the analyst above at the size of that gross margin. Shouldn’t ARRY have
begun their answer to that analyst’s question with “Well, there’s a big comparability issue, 30% isn’t
really 30%…”?
You won’t be shocked to learn that, sadly, STI’s margins cratered from “30%” to about 1/3 that level as soon
as the company was integrated into ARRY. In both the Q122 stub period and Q222, STI’s gross margin –
under US GAAP accounting, now –was just 10-12% xxii. But nonetheless, analysts appear to take seriously the
belief that STI’s margins are structurally higher than ARRY’s, implying that they expect these margins to
“recover” in the quarters to come. This probably helps explain why such an amazing gross margin ramp is
modeled for ARRY. Here’s an excerpt from a JPMorgan note following an ARRY management meeting on
May 16, 2022:

We want to be clear: We are not accusing either ARRY or STI of outright lying about anything here. It is,
technically, true that under this very different accounting system, STI seems to have had something approaching
30% “gross margins” in 2021. Our problem is more practical: Telling analysts covering ARRY that this
company had “30% gross margins,” and failing to mention that about half of that margin came directly from
piling up inventories at the end of the quarter, seems pretty misleading to us.
STI’s historical financials make this tale even more intriguing. Would it strike you as odd if we told you that
STI never saw fit to overproduce inventory like this until right before it was acquired?
We went back and looked at STI’s historical Spanish registry filings to see how big this “changes in inventories
of finished goods and work in progress” line item was over time. It turns out that before 2021, this cute little
benefit was never anything close to this big:
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Source: STI Norland private company filings with Spanish companies registry. See endnote for details. xxiii

If STI decided to cause a profit surge to make itself look more profitable – whether to benefit its own selling
valuation, or to benefit ARRY’s ability to tell a nice margin mix shift story to investors, or for any other reason
– it could simply jam a ton of inventory production into the end of the accounting period. And this, indeed, is
a classic risk of this accounting system that allows inventory production to be equated to profits.
So we think that ARRY running around bragging about the 30% gross margin business it just bought was
misleading, and we also think that analysts continue to be misled as to the profit potential of STI as part of
ARRY.

STI’s Organic Revenue Growth Appears to Have Decelerated and Reversed Into Deal Close
Our analysis of STI’s revenue trends finds a concerning picture of a business that was stumbling across the
finish line to get itself sold. This situation sounds like a pretty classic tale: A private company manufacturing
relatively commoditized products manages to get itself sold, and in the final period before the deal closes,
traditional earnings quality metrics (DSOs and DSIs) explode. Revenue growth is also slowing, but profits are
protected by overproduction of inventory that, in this accounting regime, drops straight to operating profits.
Then, virtually as soon as the deal crosses the finish line, revenue growth goes negative and reported
margins crater.
We’ve already discussed the surging A/R and inventories at STI along with its optically inflated profit margins.
But we can also estimate the organic revenue growth trend of this business, right through Q222 thanks to
numbers provided by ARRY. Here’s what we find:
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1H22’s revenue, obtained from ARRY’s own disclosures on its earnings calls, annualizes at $259m which is 2%
less than the $265m we calculate for 2021 (we assume a EURUSD of 1.18 for 2021 based on where the currency
traded throughout the year, and have actual dollars for 1H22). The exact percentage growth or decline in any
given period is not really the point; we are admittedly comparing LTM Q222 to LTM Q421 in that last item on
the chart, so that item isn’t perfectly precise.
The point is that when it was sold, this historically fast-growing business was experiencing its slowest
rate of growth in years and experiencing concurrent explosions in “red flag” assets (inventories and
receivables), but it managed to stave off outright decline until right after the sale closed. This brings its
other red flags mentioned above into sharper relief, of course.

III.

How Badly Will ARRY Miss FY23 Numbers?

Currently, the Street is modeling a 20% gross margin for 2023. We think that’s pure fantasy. The main reasons
for this gulf between fantasy and reality are:
•

•

•

ARRY’s “normal” or typical gross margins are in the low-double-digits, or perhaps – at best – the
mid-teens. Brief periods of gross margins in the 20s were due to unusual events as explained by former
employees.
STI’s margins are not coming back, because they are structurally low. Even if legacy ARRY were a
sustainably 20% gross margin business, STI would create negative mix shift, not positive. STI also
seems to have had inflated margins to begin with because it was, we are told, skimping on its bill of
materials to save money, causing field breakdowns.
ARRY’s ballooning inventory levels today portend huge COGS in future quarters. ARRY does not
hold large quantities of finished goods inventory, which means its surging DSIs reflect surging raw
material costs. These costs have not yet flowed through COGS. ARRY has virtually no pricing power,
like its many competitors selling comparable widgets.
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Let’s take each reason one by one.
ARRY’s “Normal” Gross Margins are Nowhere Near 20%, According to Formers and Experts (or Just
Using Your Eyes)
“The margins were inflated by the safe harbor…[ARRY’s gross margins in 2016-17] were like 20-something.
The margins just continue to decline. I think the stable long run will be mid-teens…This is a low-margin,
commodity manufacturing business.” – Former Employee A
“The real margin is like 10-11%...The year they went public [2020] was a safe harbor year [which meant higher
margins in that year as]…they built the high margin parts.” – Former Employee B (snippet of conversation presented in
more detail elsewhere in report)
“We [the tracker industry] are targeting around 20% gross margins, but we probably can’t reach that level…I
think [ARRY’s gross margins] would be around 15-18% maximum.” – Industry Expert C

Let’s start with the least complicated part of this story: industry experts and former employees have
told us that they believe gross margins aren’t the 20% that the Street is anticipating, or anywhere near
it. (One former employee told us they used to be 20%, but that the entire industry is experiencing ongoing
margin compression because of price competition – so the days of 20% margins are long gone.)
We can also just look at ARRY’s gross margin history as a sanity check. ARRY’s average gross margin from
2018-1H22 is just 14%, including 2019 and 2020 which had huge Safe Harbor benefits to margins. Here’s
the chart:

Source: Jehoshaphat Research review of ARRY SEC filings and transcripts. See endnote for details. xxv

Without any other insights, it would still seem fairly aggressive to look at this margin history and conclude that
20% is an achievable and sustainable level for future years. But coupled with the knowledge that Safe Harbor
dynamics provided ARRY the ability to earn outsized, short-term margins that don’t last, and that these seem
to explain most of the strength in 2020 (as two separate former employees explained), it seems outright
ridiculous. (For those unfamiliar, the Safe Harbor dynamics decline over time as Investment Tax Credit benefits
sunset to a long-term, stable rate.)
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STI’s Margins Are Not “Depressed,” They’re Just Low, So They Can’t Help ARRY’s Mix Shift
This chart shows combined gross profits of STI and ARRY, by year, but excluding the benefit in STI’s income
statement for changes in inventories from 2018-2021. The red bars reflect Street consensus estimates for FY2325 gross profits. You can see easily how much of a ramp is required for ARRY to hit numbers next year and
beyond:

Source: Jehoshaphat Research review of STI and ARRY filings, removing “Changes in inventories of FG and WIP” from STI’s gross
profit calculation. Bloomberg revenues and gross margins are used for consensus estimates in FY23-25.

Aside from a banner year in 2020 when Safe Harbor was a massive and basically one-time margin booster, pro
forma ARRY + STI has never come anywhere close to generating this level of combined gross margin…not
to mention the fact that, as we’ve shown, revenues and profits appear greatly inflated by accounting games,
especially in recent years.
Ballooning Inventory Levels Today Portend Margin Pressure in Future Quarters
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Source: Jehoshaphat Research calculations using ARRY SEC filings. See endnote for details. xxvi
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While ARRY’s finished goods inventory has gone up by $73m from Q220 to Q222, its raw material inventory
has gone up by $154m, or more than twice that amount. Therefore the inventory inflation here appears to be
mostly due to raw material values going up.
This isn’t necessarily an accounting game, but it’s not promising for gross margins in future quarters. All this
growth in raw materials means that ARRY has been paying a lot more in input costs that haven’t yet flowed
through the income statement attached to sales. When sales of this inventory eventually occur, the attached
COGS will reflect input cost prices associated with this ~90 DSI, whereas previous sales were reflecting input
costs prices associated with ~70 DSI. In other words, the expensive stuff doesn’t seem to have hit the P&L
yet.
Given what looks like further raw material inflation yet to show up in COGS, we think now is a terrible time
for analysts to be projecting a massive gross margin ramp.

IV.

Expansion of Debt Alongside Inflation of EBITDA Introduces Distress
Risk.

We believe that its expanded debt burden means ARRY literally cannot afford to miss numbers by much. This
is compounded by the fact that ARRY is a chronic consumer of capital (it burns cash), beyond what simple
working capital gyrations could explain.
$751m in Net Debt Against $121m of Expected FY22 EBITDA…We Can’t Be the Only Ones Worrying
About This
As of Q222, and pro forma for a post-6/30 legal settlement, ARRY carries more than 6x net debt/FY22
EBITDA, assuming it actually hits consensus numbers this year xxvii. It is already negotiating the challenges of
coming close to its debt covenants. xxviii
For any business in the notoriously volatile “solarcoaster” space, this degree of indebtedness is a tough place
to be. But when EBITDA is be greatly inflated by loads of accounting irregularities, such a debt burden becomes
an existential problem. Small misses in gross margin can drive enormous changes in debt ratios when the margin
of safety is this thin.
For instance: We are using FY22 projected consensus EBITDA to arrive at a 6.2x net debt/EBITDA ratio.
But what if 2H22 isn’t a miracle; what if the next 6 months’ gross margin comes in at the low-double-digit level
that we’ve shown this business naturally gravitates toward?
Consensus is currently modeling gross margins of 16.6% for Q322 and 19.9% for Q422. If gross margins
remained at the 11.1% ARRY put up in Q222, for instance, that’s a -5.5% variance in Q3 and a -8.8% variance
in Q4. At current consensus revenue projections, that’s worth a gross profit miss of $22m in Q3 and $31m in
Q4, or a total 2H22 gross profit shortfall of $53m versus consensus. In other words, if margins hung around
current levels – as, again, we believe they have in the past and will over time – EBITDA wouldn’t be $121m, it
would be $68m (assuming 1 for 1 flow through from gross profit decline to EBITDA decline).
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Suddenly – with a more typical gross margin level for ARRY - we’re looking at net debt/EBITDA of not 6.2x,
but 11.0x. What would you expect a management team with a historically aggressive approach to
financial reporting to do in a situation like this?
Right now you might be wondering whether ARRY can meaningfully change its fortunes by somehow
becoming the free cash flow-generating business that management has always said it can be, enabling it to pay
down this debt over time. Don’t count on it. As we mentioned, we strongly suspect that ARRY’s free cash flow
expectation for FY22 reflects a nearly $100m optical boost to FCF in the form of cash received by STI after
the acquisition date rather than before. Aside from this “impressive” cash flow year expected for 2022, we
observe that ARRY’s free cash flow has been horrendous. But is this just a matter of “working capital
fluctuations” as management likes to insinuate?

ARRY’s Chronically Negative Free Cash Flow is Not Merely an Issue of “Working Capital”
“Our business model inherently produces great free cash flow…” – Q222 earnings call

No it doesn’t!
There’s this misunderstanding amongst some investors that ARRY’s business is somehow fundamentally freecash-flow-generative, but has simply been hampered by repeated, inconvenient episodes of working capital
aberrations. ARRY management has helped nudge this misunderstanding along, of course. Selected comments
by management from earnings calls in addition to the one just above:
“…if you step back, our business is truly a free cash flow generation business…” – Q222
“Additionally, for the full year 2022, we expect to return to being free cash flow positive with us generating over
$100 million...” – Q421
“So this -- obviously, these bolt-on acquisitions, we see we can handle with our free cash flow as well as our
tapping the revolver, if needed.” – Q320

The reality is that even if one wanted to pretend that working capital needs were not applicable to a
manufacturing business, a sober analysis still could not justify the absurd idea that this business is “actually
producing free cash flow, except for when it isn’t.” Strip out changes in working capital from actual free cash
flow and we see that this company produces very little cash even before its working capital effects.
Start with free cash flow, and then:
-

Add back changes in A/R
Add back changes in inventory
Add back changes in deferred revenue
Add back changes in A/P

This is an absurdly generous method – working capital is important in this manufacturing business, period –
but if you wanted to really reach to flatter numbers as much as possible, you still don’t get much FCF:
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CFFO
Purchase of PP&E
Internal-use software modif. Costs
Pmts for debt issuance costs
Fees paid on issuance of convert
Series A equity issuance costs
Common stock issuance costs
Deferred offering costs

2018
($12)
($2)
($4)
($4)
$0
$0
$0
$0

2019
$386
($2)
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

2020
($122)
($1)
$0
($36)
$0
$0
$0
($7)

2021 LTM Q222
($263)
($190)
($3)
($6)
$0
$0
($7)
$0
($2)
($2)
($7)
($8)
($4)
($4)
$0
$0

Working Capital:
Cash from A/R
Cash from Inventory
Cash from Deferred Rev
Cash from A/P

$19
($10)
$7
$7

($41)
($95)
$307
$106

($23)
$28
($179)
($51)

($117)
($88)
($51)
$9

($194)
($145)
$95
$85

FCF
FCF ex-W/C

($22)
($45)

$384
$107

($166)
$58

($286)
($39)

($210)
($50)

Source: Jehoshaphat Research review of ARRY SEC filings. See endnote for details. xxix

Aside from stripping out the working capital in a (vain) attempt to find a way to call this a cash-generating
business, just look at the peers: This whole industry is riddled with players who burn cash selling solar trackers.
We found three clearly comparable, public peers with available financials, and they all have terrible free cash
flows: STI, FTC, and Soltec. This is not an industry that generates cash flow – as a whole, these companies
have consumed enormous amounts of cash over any meaningful period of time. No wonder they have to
outsource everything:

CFFO
(millions)
STI
FTC
Soltec
ARRY

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

($6)

$6

($14)

$22

$18
$0
€5
$386

$30
$1
(€ 34)
($122)

($44)
($133)
€ 17
($263)

($12)

1H22

($36)
($61)

Cumulative
$12
($168)
(€ 12)
($72)

Source: Financial statements of FTC, Soltec and ARRY filed as public companies; STI filed with Spanish companies registry.

All four of these companies are meaningful players in this market making plenty of sales – so don’t look to
“scale” to solve the cash flow problems of this industry:
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What this suggests for ARRY is that it doesn’t have much hope to pay down a meaningful portion of its debt
from free cash flow unless it issues equity. We also believe that it’s a matter of time before ARRY’s “real”
EBITDA surfaces, forcing the company out of compliance with its covenants.
And debt isn’t the only reason that time isn’t on ARRY’s side, as we’ll explain next.

V.

ARRY’s Product is Becoming Obsolete While R&D is Minimal.

The findings in this section are driven mainly by our interviews of former employees and/or solar tracker
industry experts. We’ve also identified several more “replicable” markers of ARRY’s lack of innovation in this
fast-moving, commoditizing industry.

What Happens Without (Serious) R&D?
Until its recent acquisition of STI, ARRY was effectively a single-product company. Its DuraTrack HZ v3
tracker system was introduced in 2015 – yes, seven years ago – and continues to be the focus of its hardware
offering. From the 2021 10-K:
Our principal product is the DuraTrack® HZ v3 tracker system, which we launched in May 2015. DuraTrack HZ
v3 is our third-generation single axis tracker and incorporates unique features such as…
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ARRY’s product is controlled by software of course, called “SmarTrack.” ARRY’s 10-K indicates that it is
working on its fourth-generation DuraTrack product:
We have introduced three generations of trackers and each new version has delivered significant cost and
performance improvements over the prior version. We are currently developing the fourth generation of
the DuraTrack technology which will focus on improvements to performance, reliability and cost of
ownership.

Apparently, this fourth generation has been in development for a long time – at least since August 2020 when
the company filed its first IPO filing:
We have introduced three generations of trackers and each new version has delivered significant cost and
performance improvements over the prior version. We are currently developing the fourth version of the
DuraTrack system which will focus on improvements to performance, reliability and cost of ownership.

While we can grant that it can take years – seven and counting, so far – to move from one generation to the
next in the solar tracker field, ARRY just doesn’t appear to be investing a whole lot of money into these efforts.
Try as we might, we were unable to identify any dollars spent on R&D throughout ARRY’s SEC
filings. Here’s a snapshot of its income statement for 2021. We don’t see any R&D there:

That’s not to say ARRY doesn’t do any research and development; we believe it does at least a little. Its latest
10-Q says “we also anticipate an increase in our spend related to product innovation as we hire additional
engineering resources and increase our external research & development spend.” It also, obviously, employs
engineers. Its 10-K also describes its R&D department and how it plans its R&D program. xxx
We take a simple view of this contrast between qualitative and quantitative disclosures: if R&D were material,
we’d probably see it in the financial statements. We certainly do with smaller US comp, FTC (ticker FTCI).
From FTCI’s latest 10-Q:
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It was actually a former employee of ARRY (“Former Employee B”) who pointed out to us that ARRY didn’t
have an R&D line item. That individual explained further:
“The [Array] platform isn’t obsolete today, but if they don’t do anything, it’ll be obsolete in a couple
years…Array isn’t investing in new tech, they’re stamping out [the same] product until they die, and
obsolescence is on its way.” – Former Employee B

The lack of investing in innovation intrigued us, but the mention of creeping product obsolescence made this
problem more tangible.

Fumbling Towards Obsolescence
We asked Former Employee B to elaborate on their view of impending obsolescence:
FEB: We don’t build trackers that way anymore…There are newer designs that let you get to the lowest cost,
shave a cent here, a cent there…PV Hardware’s product is built to do this, for instance. The Array product is
not meant to shed steel at all, it’s not built that way. So all they can do is give up margin.
JR: Can you elaborate?
FEB: The Array product has 15 torque tubes or so, they’ll string them together, each torque tube looks the same
as the other ones. The torque tube is relatively thick, like 12-gauge, but it’s made that way so it isn’t affected by
wind and the elements. But then new trackers came out, like Soltec and Nextracker, with new architecture. They
call this “flexible”. They figured out that if they can lower the amount of steel along the interior of the tracker,
but overbuild on the outside, they can use less steel and still handle the [environmental] elements.
JR: Why can’t Array just do the same thing?
FEB: They would have to redesign everything, their weights, everything. It would be a MAMMOTH
undertaking. And they have other issues. [For instance] modules are getting larger. They’re getting to like 30
rows per tracker block. The Array tracker worked fine until 2-2.5 years ago, they wanted to get more watts per
module, so the module manufacturers made the modules larger. 3 years ago, every module was the same: 2 meters
up and down, 1 meter across. They would go 90 meters, or 90 modules, and that’s as far as they would go. But
then the modules got bigger. So it’s no longer 90 meters, now you have to go maybe 100 meters to get the same
90 modules. But Array’s device was only designed for 90 meters, not 100 meters. So what do you do? Well, Array
increased the distance between their posts, so they were able to push out to 100 meters. But how could Array do
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that; wasn’t there a safety reason for the difference between posts? So they took some safety out of the system
to do that. And I’ll be frank, these early [Array] trackers were overbuilt, so they were probably okay [even after
making the system a little less safe]. But now modules are getting even bigger. They’re going to 110 meters; so
Array has to get the same number of modules, even though it’s getting even harder…

We weren’t sure if “Former Employee B” was biased in some way that might make their views about ARRY’s
impending product obsolescence less credible. So we asked another industry expert, a longtime player in the
space who has never worked at ARRY, about this general topic of obsolescence. We got a remarkably similar
answer:
Industry Expert C: I receive this feedback from engineers: Their product is too big. In the US, it is worth
it, but in other countries…Array will be out of the market on many occasions.” [JR: Will they be obsolete in
the US too, if they don’t develop a new product?] IEC: “Yes I think so.” [JR: Do you think Array is
developing new products?] IEC: “I haven’t seen any new products, new announcements, modifications of
existing products since [Oaktree bought it and the founder left in 2016]…This [a serious R&D effort] is not
something that Array has put in place.”

With this “melting ice cube” story checking out across very different sources, we went back to our notes from
our call with Former Employee A and paid more attention to their comments about ARRY’s investment in
innovation and technology. (Let’s be honest, we were so enthralled by the stories of booking revenues without
shipping product that we hadn’t focused on other topics as much!) But sure enough, “Former Employee A”
had indeed warned us about how ARRY’s product doesn’t really lend itself to technological competitive
advantage:
This is a low-margin, commodity manufacturing business…The market doesn’t get it...Especially when you hear
[outsiders] say “oh, these trackers are so sophisticated!” No – it’s like a Lego kit. It’s just a pipe…It’s like a
toaster…All you need is a company that can build piping, and a few extruders, and you stamp stuff out. That’s
it. There’s no patents, not really…you can patent it the way Array did, because Array overbuilt it, but the basics
can’t be patented…
[After explaining that the company’s fortunes were incredibly volatile, with periods of high demand alternating
with periods of starvation] When the [next boom cycle] hit, there was huge demand again…we were trying to
hire anyone we could find, we were even trying to talk to the prisons in town to get prisoners to use as labor.
[JR: Prisoners?] Yeah, this work is pretty basic. If you walk through our factory floor, like…it’s basically
just stamping, it’s not complicated.

If you want some more evidence that designing and building solar trackers is not complicated, we invite you to
visit the following YouTube videos of DIY enthusiasts building their own solar trackers:
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1) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6QIutZfsFs (This one is really impressive. This guy built his
own autonomously-guided solar tracker that uses its own solar panels to power engines and toggle
direction to chase the sun.)
2) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wL9PcGu_xrA
And while we previously displayed a pie chart showing the leading solar tracker makers and their market shares,
the tail of companies shooting at this space is incredibly long. This screenshot is of just part of the “A” names
we found on a list of tracker manufacturers:

Source: A small subset of a very long list of solar tracker companies worldwide, provided by
https://www.enfsolar.com/directory/component/tracker.
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It’s no wonder that ARRY and its financial backers have been so focused on saving on expenses by spending
so little on investment in the product’s future. Is it really a good idea to invest lots in R&D when you know
you have very little chance staying in the lead in a commoditized business like this?
While our research indicates that ARRY has been going seven years and counting without a major new product,
its competitors have not been so slow to act. Here are a handful of new product introductions announced
just this year from other meaningful tracker designers competing with ARRY:
•

•

•

•

https://pv-magazine-usa.com/2022/08/08/solar-tracker-designed-for-solar-installations-of-under-20-mw/
“Texas-based FTC Solar’s DG Solutions Business Unit and AUI Partners announced a new solar tracking
solution for solar sites of under 20 MW, which they report can be delivered as quickly as eight weeks.”
https://www.solarpowerworldonline.com/2022/08/arctech-releases-dual-row-single-axis-solar-tracker/
“International racking manufacturer Arctech has launched its latest solar tracking solution, SkyWings, a dualrow tracker with a multi-point drive mechanism and patented bidirectional slew drives.”
https://pv-magazine-usa.com/2022/03/22/nextracker-unveils-terrain-forming-xtr-tracker/ “Hearing the
concerns of site terrain and project land grading come up time and time again in conversations with customers,
Nextracker decided to tackle the issues of sloping and undulating terrain head-on. The company has created the
NX Horizon-XTR, a terrain-following, single-axis tracker built specifically for projects located on sites with
sloped, uneven, and challenging terrain.”
https://www.trinasolar.com/en-glb/resources/newsroom/matrinatracker-revolutionizes-tracker-resilience-itsnewly-launched-vanguard-1p (Trina Solar) “TrinaTracker revolutionizes tracker resilience with its newly
launched Vanguard 1P”

In our view, ARRY is on course for a lot of problems – the stock price is just one of them. And if the exodus
of C-level managers from this company is any sort of clue, we aren’t the only ones with that view.

VI.

Where Is Everybody Going?

Let’s discuss Blackstone’s apparently ongoing sales of ARRY stock, and then turn to human capital flight from
ARRY and what that probably means.

Blackstone, Once a Celebrated Buyer, Is Now an Aggressive Seller
When Blackstone made an investment in ARRY in 2021, ARRY and its analysts were excited about what this
meant for the company’s future. Some quotes from the Q221 earnings call:
“Our Board and management team wanted to identify a capital partner that understood the tremendous
opportunity ahead of us and would appropriately value what we have already built. We found that partner
in Blackstone. They have a long-standing commitment to invest in companies that are leading the energy
transition and have a keen appreciation for our technology leadership.”
“Third, we know the last several months have been disappointing for our shareholders. We believe an
investment by one of the most respected asset managers in the world is a strong endorsement for our
technology and capabilities, and that the work that Blackstone did to make this investment validates our
tremendous growth potential.”
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So when Blackstone filed a 13D on September 1, 2022 indicating that it had cut its stake in ARRY, the stock
gapped down almost 10% intraday xxxi. However, the stock recovered over the ensuing days.
What we think the market is mostly missing is that, in our opinion, Blackstone’s 13D filing was not the end
of a selling process, but more like the middle or maybe even the beginning of one. We say this because
a fact pattern that predicted Blackstone’s September 1st 13D filing has resurfaced.
Approximately one week before Blackstone filed its 13D – August 22nd or thereabouts - it sent a paper Form
144 to the SEC mailroom to register 1.5 million shares for sale. Not surprisingly, a 13D came out later showing
that Blackstone had cut its stake in ARRY. It wasn’t until after the 13D was filed, however, that the SEC’s mail
room processed another Blackstone Form 144 on September 6, this time for 3.0 million shares.
The documents in chronological order are as follows. Form 144 processed by the SEC mail room on 8/22:

13D filed on Sept 1 (the section showing each day’s share sales by Blackstone-affiliated entities):
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And the Form 144 processed by the SEC mail room on September 6th, showing twice the share amount up
for sale as in the first Form 144:
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Careful readers will notice that while Blackstone filed to sell 1.5 million shares in the first Form 144, it sold
more than that in the days presented by the 13D filing. This isn’t inconsistent; the second Blackstone Form
144 notes a first sale date of August 30th. Blackstone sold its first 1.5 million shares from 8/15 through 8/18,
but then resumed selling August 30th and right through the date of its Sept 1st 13D filing. The main difference
between the two Form 144s is that Blackstone filed to sell far more shares in the second Form 144 – 3.0 million
– than in the first.
In other words, its two Form 144s registered a combined 4.5 million shares, but as of the 13D filing, it had sold
only 2.7 million. It would seem that, as of this writing, Blackstone has a lot more selling to do.
(Of course, it’s important to note that filing a Form 144 doesn’t obligate anyone to sell stock. Blackstone could
always change its mind. But the last Form 144 was not exactly a red herring.)

Disclosed Departures
Let’s break down the recent top-level executive departures into two categories: Those we believe were disclosed
to investors and those we believe were not disclosed. All these resignations occurred in the past 18 months. In
most of these cases, we found that these executives started at new jobs not long after leaving ARRY. This
suggests that they still wanted to work, they just didn’t want to work there.
•

CEO’s “retirement” without actual retirement

ARRY announced that its CEO was “retiring,” but the CEO was actually just “quitting so he could work
somewhere else.” He appears to have chosen to leave ARRY, a company with 487 employees on LinkedIn
today, in order to become the CEO of a company that has just 82 employees on LinkedIn.
Here’s what the press release said:
ARRAY TECHNOLOGIES ANNOUNCES PLANNED CEO RETIREMENT
Albuquerque, NM, November 22, 2021 — Array Technologies, Inc. (Nasdaq: ARRY) (“Array”), one of the world’s
largest providers of utility-scale solar tracking technology, today announced that Jim Fusaro, Chief Executive Officer,
has informed the board of his intent to retire from the company on or before December 31, 2022. The Board of
Directors is engaged in a search to identify Mr. Fusaro’s successor.

We found this a really clever method of suggesting “retirement” without literally saying “this guy is going to
stop working anywhere,” which would have been technically false. And it worked! From the Q421 earnings
call:
Analyst: And best of luck with your retirement, Jim.
Jim Fusaro, Outgoing CEO: Thank you.

We found that the CEO wound up “coming out of retirement” rather quickly after leaving ARRY:
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And it’s not like the guy was leaving ARRY to become CEO of a big company:

•

Chief Commercial Officer left just months after signing an improved compensation package

On June 11, 2021, ARRY announced:
On June 8, 2021, the board of directors of Array Technologies, Inc. (the "Company") approved changes to its
compensatory arrangements with Jeff Krantz, the Company’s Chief Commercial Officer. The changes provide for
(i) an annual base salary of $425,000, (ii) an annual target bonus equal to 70% of his annual base salary and (iii) annual
awards under the Company’s 2021 Long-Term Incentive Plan.

This was an increase from Mr. Krantz’s prior base salary of $400,000 and target bonus of 50% of salary. xxxii So,
Mr. Krantz – a longtime employee from the company’s days as a private company - probably wasn’t fired six
months later; he probably quit. Mr. Krantz provided a resignation letter to the company on December 16,
2021 xxxiii.
•

General Counsel
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ARRY’s General Counsel left the company in July 2021, and surfaced at a new job three months later:

ARRY disclosed her initial notice in an 8k. xxxiv
•

Chief Operating Officer

Mr. Stacherski succeeds Stuart Bolland, the current Chief Operations Officer of the Company, who gave notice on
September 11, 2021 of his intention to resign from his position as an officer and employee of the Company and its
subsidiaries and affiliates, with effect from October 22, 2021. Mr. Bolland has agreed to stay on to assist with the
transition of Mr. Stacherski. Mr. Bolland’s resignation is not the result of any material disagreement with the Company
regarding its operations, policies or practices.

Yet again, this individual appears to have left ARRY to go directly to another job:

Apparently Undisclosed Departures
•

Chief Technology Officer
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On December 20, 2021, ARRY provided a multifaceted management update that included the hiring of a new
Chief Technology Officer:
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M., Dec. 20, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Array Technologies (NASDAQ: ARRY)
(“Array”), one of the world’s largest providers of utility-scale solar tracker technology, today announced an update to
its executive leadership team, including the appointment of Thierry Marin-Martinod as Chief Technology Officer
(“CTO”), effective December 20th.

However, nowhere in this press release – which went on to talk about a new Chief Marketing Officer – did
ARRY mention that it had already employed a CTO. We had to go to LinkedIn to find that guy:

Turns out the prior CTO left in August 2021, so ARRY seems to have searched for four months before finding
his replacement. Our guess is that he was not fired, but quit, surprising ARRY which is why they didn’t have a
replacement lined up. (Presumably a “technology” company didn’t plan to go four months without a Chief
Technology Officer.)
•

Chief Procurement Officer

This individual was not mentioned in any ARRY communications to investors that we could find, but appears
to have left ARRY to almost immediately join another company in a similar role:

We’ll leave readers with this final comment from Former Employee B, which certainly speaks to more than just
a bunch of C-level suits leaving the sinking ship:
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“90%, maybe 100%, of that company turned over in the last five years…I hired someone from Array just today.
He told me, ‘I’m the last guy standing, please get me out of here!’”
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Bloomberg.
“What we can say is the projects we're signing in our order book of late in -- since May and especially in July have been
at our historical margins, which have been in the low 20% range.” – Q221 earnings call
“So I would keep it to thinking that we're at the legacy margins of the low 20%, pushing out to 2022 and into 2023.” –
Q122 earnings call
i

ii
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iii Bloomberg net debt as of Q222: $845m debt minus $51m cash & equivalents = $794m. ARRY also received a legal
settlement after Q2 closed, reducing net debt by a further $43m, to net debt of $751m. Bloomberg consensus EBITDA
for FY22 as of September 2022 is $121m, for pro forma net debt/FY22 EBITDA of 6.2x.
iv One former employee explained this situation succinctly: “There weren’t other competitors in the market yet [in
2014-15]. But the margins kept creeping down every year – once the product was proven, other companies started
jumping in, driving down costs...”
v ARRY management was eagerly promoting its investment by Blackstone as a signal to investors on the earnings call
following the investment. This is just one of the gushing statements made by the company:

“We believe an investment by one of the most respected asset managers in the world is a strong endorsement for our technology and
capabilities…”
And analysts of course shared in the excitement:
“And congrats on the Blackstone investment here. I guess first off, curious on the order book…” – Goldman Sachs analyst on Q221
ARRY earnings call
vi This quote was relayed to us by a former employee who recounted “vividly” their recollection of the Board meeting, so
it’s hearsay; we were obviously not at said Board meeting.
viiSources for textual images discussing bill-and-hold’s bad reputation:
https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/accounting/bill-and-hold-arrangement/,
https://www.journalofaccountancy.com/issues/1999/oct/carmichl.html,
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/buy_and_hold_basis.asp,https://www.cfodive.com/news/improper-revenuerecognition-sec-fraud-cases/583889/

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001820721/000000000022006536/filename1.pdf
https://insightplus.bakermckenzie.com/bm/tax/united-states-treasury-and-the-irs-extend-continuity-safe-harbor-forrenewable-energyprojects#:~:text=Physical%20Work%20Test%20and%20the%20Five%20Percent%20Safe%20Harbor&text=Under%2
0existing%20IRS%20guidance%2C%20taxpayers,Percent%20Safe%20Harbor%20Test%E2%80%9D).
xARRY proxy filed on April 8, 2022.
xi We do not speak to current or very recent employees. For this project, we sourced our experts through an expert
network.
xii For the most part, calculating ARRY’s DSOs is a straightforward exercise, as [Accounts Receivable/Quarterly Revenues
* 90], and then we average the last four quarters’ DSO values to get an “LTM average DSO.” The only slightly unusual
nuances to this calculation are at the beginning – before ARRY was public, we don’t have consistent quarterly data for
receivable balances – and at the end – in the last two quarters, we need to remove the impact of STI to be sure that the
latest stage of DSO expansion isn’t just noise from a big acquisition. For the pre-IPO periods, we use periodically available
cash flow statements to back into receivable balances (if you know the change in receivables during a period, and you
know the beginning balance sheet receivables value, you can estimate the ending period value). For the two quarters in
which STI has been included, we look at STI’s purchase accounting. In an 8-k filed on April 6, 2022, in Note 4, subcategory
“Preliminary Acquisition Price Allocation,” we see that STI brought $117m of its own receivables to ARRY. We are also
given STI’s revenue contribution in Q122 and Q222 in ARRY’s corresponding 10-Qs. Therefore, we remove $117m of
A/R, and remove STI’s revenue contribution, to estimate an “ex-STI” DSO for ARRY in Q122 and Q222.
xiii The CFO obviously meant “use” instead of “source”, as every element of working capital was a use of cash in Q121.
xiv “As discussed in the consolidated financial statements included in the 2021 Annual Report, contracts related to the
Company’s federal investment tax credit (“ITC”) were determined to have multiple performance obligations satisfied at
a point in time instead of one performance obligation satisfied over time. The disaggregated revenue information above
for the six months ended June 30, 2021 has been restated to correct this error, which resulted in $185.1 million of revenue
being reclassified from over-time revenue to point in time revenue for the six months ended June 30, 2021.” – Q222 10Q
xv Similar to the endnote about DSO calculation, there are small nuances to our calculation of ARRY’s unbilled DSOs.
First, unlike with the total DSO analysis, we don’t try to adjust for STI’s potential impact on this metric, because we
don’t know what STI’s unbilled receivable purchase allocation was. Unbilled A/R is just a subset of A/R for ARRY, and
it wasn’t broken out in the STI purchase accounting. Second, we are missing quarterly unbilled A/R amounts for Q319
and Q120, because there isn’t a separate cash flow line item for unbilled A/R. We were able to back into total A/R for
viii
ix
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those quarters using the cash flow statements, but not unbilled A/R. Fortunately, unbilled A/R was very small in both
Q419 and Q220, so we are confident that we’re not missing a major unbilled A/R amount in the other two quarters
present in the LTM Q220 calculation. And candidly, it would be unlikely to move the needle on this analysis much
anyway, since the trend is so firmly established in the many periods over which we have complete data.
xvi March 10, 2022 JPM report.
xvii https://sede.registradores.org/site/home
xviii The DSO chart we created shows 360-day DSOs for each year, except for January 11, 2022 when we use a 90-day
DSO calculation (these are apples to apples; you’re either dividing a year’s worth of revenue by 360, or a quarter’s worth
of revenue by 90, and comparing a single day’s receivable balance to either). “Trade receivables for sales and services” in
English, or “Clientes por ventas y prestaciones por servicios” in Spanish, represents the numerator for our STI Norland
DSO calculation. “Net turnover” (aka revenues) represents the denominator. If Spanish isn’t your strong suit and
Google Translate is too annoying, you can simply line up the English and Spanish versions and see that the financial
statements are organized the same way in both, with number and letter coding. We showed the Spanish and English
balance sheets together; as a further example, here’s the income statement comparison. Point being, you don’t need to
speak Spanish to figure this out:

The other nuance in our STI Norland DSO chart concerns the last datapoint, the January 11, 2022 “acquisition date”
number, which is an estimate based on:
• ARRY’s purchase accounting allocation to STI’s receivables ($116.7m), reported in the ARRY 10-Q for Q222
on page 15
• STI’s contribution to revenues in Q122, “grossed up” from 79 to 90 days to arrive at a quarterly amount to
make a usable quarterly DSO number (STI contributed $49.9m in revenues in 79 days in Q122, so we estimate
it had a $56.8m quarterly revenue run rate in Q122)
• $116.7m A/R divided by $56.8m revenues * 90 = DSO of 185 estimated for January 11, 2022 – only 11 days
after the Dec 31st date
• Note also that actual receivables (not just DSOs) for STI grew sharply in those 11 days, begging the question of
whether STI was collecting anything at all in the final days of its “independence”
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xix This former employee described “margin” but did not use the term “gross margin” until we asked them to specify
whether they were talking about gross margin. They said “Yeah. Uhh, well…operating margin, maybe, is the best word.”
We believe that this individual, who was not a finance or accounting professional, was not used to speaking about “gross”
or “operating” margin in the same manner that professional investors are. We don’t doubt that what they referred to as
“margin” was gross margin, given that ARRY’s highest operating margin reported in its available history was only 13%, in
2019. In that year, it also had its highest reported gross margin, at 23%, which is perfectly consistent with the “margin”
this former employee was saying it was earning on certain high-margin goods. In any event, the main issue for us is not
what the specific margin was, but rather that the employee was highlighting how ARRY was using creative omission to
suggest a much higher “margin” than it was actually earning through the life cycle of selling its products.

xx

And yes, this line item appears to check out against the balance sheets. STI’s inventory in the footnotes is broken out
into work in process and advances to suppliers. The work in process amount increased from €13.2m at YE20 to €42.7m
at YE21, an increase of €29.5m. This is very close to the €29.1m change shown on the income statement.
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xxi

“The STI business had gross margin of 10.7% in the quarter, which was negatively impacted by higher labor costs in
projects where it was providing the construction. This was especially true of a large project in the U.S., where it has
significant construction cost overruns.” – Q122 earnings call
“The STI business had gross margin of 11.7% in the quarter, which was lower than expected, as they continue to have
construction and logistics cost challenges, not only in their U.S. construction projects, but also in Spain. Supply plan
changes and longer shipping times are delaying materials to project sites, which is negatively impacting our labor
utilization and productivity. However, as Kevin mentioned, we have all hands on deck right now to ensure we quickly
address these issues.” – Q222 earnings call
xxiii Similar to our other analyses of STI’s Spanish filings, you can cross-reference the English-language financial
statements filed by ARRY on Apr 6, 2022 with the ones from the Spanish registry if you don’t speak proficient business
Spanish. The “changes in inventories of finished goods and work in progress” is there in every annual period, so you can
easily see how it’s rarely material to STI’s margins…until 2021, right before ARRY acquired them. Funny how that
works!
xxiv Revenues are easily obtained from STI’s private company filings in the Spanish companies registry, cited elsewhere in
this report, until 2021. For 2021, the 8k filed by ARRY on April 6, 2022 displays revenues. For Q122 and Q222, ARRY
discloses STI’s revenue size in its earnings calls. For 1H22, we combine the “grossed up” 79-day stub period for Q122
(actual revenues times 90/79) and the actual revenues for Q222, and then multiply this six-month period’s value by two,
to make an annualized revenue estimate. 1H22 annualizes at $259m revenues, which are 2% lower than 2021’s $265m
value.
xxv Historical ARRY gross margins are available through 2021 in various 10-Ks. 1H22 gross margins are derived by
removing STI revenues and gross profits from 1H22 results, as ARRY has provided STI’s revenues and gross margin
separately for those periods.
xxvi For this LTM average DSI chart, we use an average of the last four available quarters’ DSI values. Each quarter is
inventory/quarterly COGS * 90, except for Q418, for which we use a 360-day calculation (inventory/annual COGS *
360) because we don’t have quarterly COGS for Q418. We are missing Q119 and Q219 COGS and inventory values, so
the averages including those two quarters are averaging only the available quarters. For Q122 and Q222, we remove
acquired STI inventory and reported STI COGS, similar to how we calculated ex-STI DSOs in other parts of this report.
xxii
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xxvii Long-term debt of $794m plus current portion of debt of $51m minus cash and equivalents of $51m minus legal
settlement received post-Q2 of $43m = $751m. FY22 EBITDA per Bloomberg of $121m.
xxviii “In Q2, we were limited to only being able to pull $70 million from our revolving facility because of our existing
debt covenants. Given our Q2 results and expected second half performance, we now anticipate unlocking the full $200
million value of that facility.” – Q222 earnings call
xxix Readers will notice some non-traditional line items in this calculation, most of which are individually immaterial.
However, we include them for completeness’ sake:
- CFFO = Cash Flow From Operations
- Purchase of PP&E (Capex) = ARRY has minimal capex as it heavily utilizes third-party manufacturing
- Internal-use software modification costs = There isn’t a lot of this because ARRY doesn’t develop a lot of
internal-use software, but it’s certainly a form of “intangible capex”
- Payment for debt issuance costs = These are sporadic, but fundamental expenses of doing business for a
company that needs new capital to grow (or even to survive, in ARRY’s case). These outflows show up in the
financing section, but they are not payments of debt, they are payments to raise debt – fees paid to service
providers. Same with the four line items after them
xxx Research and Development
We continually devote resources to research and development (“R&D”) with the objective of developing innovative new
products and services that enhance system performance, improve product reliability, reduce product cost and simplify
installation. Our development strategy is to identify features that bring value to our customers and differentiate us from
our competitors. We measure the effectiveness of our R&D using a number of metrics, beginning with a market
requirements definition, which includes a program budget, financial payback, resource requirements, and time required to
launch the new product, system, or service into the market. We employ a stringent engineering phase gate review process
that ensures all R&D programs are meeting their stated objectives from inception to deployment.

We have a strong R&D team with significant experience in solar energy as well as expertise in mechanical engineering,
software engineering, civil engineering, systems/control engineering, power electronics, semiconductors, power line
communications and networking. As needed, we collaborate with academia, national laboratories and consultants, to
further enhance our capabilities and confirm results independently.
xxxi

ARRY’s stock price opened sharply down the morning after the Blackstone 13D was filed:

xxxii From DEF 14A filed April 26, 2021: Messrs. Fusaro’s and Krantz’s and Ms. MacVane’s annual base salaries for the
2020 Fiscal Year (prior to our IPO) and 2019 Fiscal Year were $480,000, $350,000 and $280,000, respectively, and their
target annual bonuses were 100%, 40% and 40%, respectively, of their base salary. Following the completion of our IPO,
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Messrs. Fusaro’s and Krantz’s and Ms. MacVane’s annual base salaries became $650,000, $400,000 and $340,000,
respectively, and Mr. Krantz’s and Ms. MacVane’s target bonus increased to 50% of their base salary.
xxxiii On December 16, 2021, Jeff Krantz, the Chief Commercial Officer of Array Technologies, Inc. (the “Company”),
provided written notice of his intention to resign from his positions as an officer and employee of the Company and its
subsidiaries, effective as of January 12, 2022.
xxxiv On April 1, 2021, Charlotte MacVane, the General Counsel and Chief Legal Officer of Array Technologies, Inc. (the
"Company"), gave notice of her intention to resign from her positions as an officer and employee of the Company and its
subsidiaries and affiliates. – 8k published April 7, 2021
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